ADAM meets EVE — a “strategic” romance ...
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Once upon a time there was a very fertile agricultural valley nestled in the heart of British Columbia
with a very big problem. Area farmers — who up until that time had supported countless farm families
with the fruits of their labour and sent generations of capable sons and daughters into orcharding —
were cranky.
As in every other sector of agriculture, orcharding was experiencing rapid change. Intense
international competition resulted in depressed prices for many apple varieties. The only way many
farmers could remain competitive was to renovate — replanting old-style, low density orchards to new,
high-density varieties such as Fuji, Gala, Braeburn and Elstar.
Trouble was, orchard renovations were costly and area farmers needed good information to make
informed production decisions.
So the government of the day set up a Crown Corporation to assist in the transition.
Ah ha! thought the bureaucrats, what these farmers need is COMPUTER SKILLS! and so set about
developing courses to turn good orchardists into mediocre programmers. Not surprisingly, the farm
accounting systems and management plans evolving from this process were often static, dated, and
inaccurate — more a vehicle to pacify bureaucrats than an effective management tool.
Terrific strategy. For the 1980’s.
Much as it would be foolhardy to expect farmers to learn to build and fully maintain their own tractors,
it is similarly pointless — given the technology of the 1990’s — to expect producers to develop the
skills necessary to create and maintain farm computer models to provide the ongoing "what if"
analysis of alternate management scenarios quickly becoming as essential as the tractor to
competitive farm operations.
Both approaches take the producer away from what he/she does best — farming.
Enter EVE — a state-of-the-art, commodity-specific, zero-prior-knowledge interactive modeling system
which, when matched up with ADAM (a computer program developed by the Ministry to help B.C.
apple growers calculate replant costs) would give B.C. producers the tools to strategically assess
long-term financial implications of different farm management scenarios on a "whole farm" level.
Similar to the computers found in Vancouver's Science World, EVE would be accessible to producers
through user-friendly, touch-screen, full colour computer monitors situated in convenient locations
within the farming community (e.g. packing houses, commodity board offices, etc.). Because choices
would be made by touching "menus" (lists) appearing on the screen, farmers would require merely an
understanding of their farm operations, not computers, to access and benefit from the system.
On-line to a provincial data base which contains specific information on an individual farmer's
operations (e.g. crop insurance), EVE would prompt the farmer with respect to personal and/or
management preferences and allow him/her to "play with" (model) a virtually endless number of
options relating to production strategies. For example, EVE for orchardists could answer questions
such as:
—

What happens to farm cash flow if I pull out this block of Red
Delicious and replant to Gala at 800 trees/acre?
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—

What if rather than replanting at 800 trees per acre I put in a
super-spindle planting at 4,000 trees/acre?

—

Can I finance this all out of cash flow assuming I need a net
income of $20,000/year? If not, how much debt would I need
to carry? How quickly can I afford to do this?

—

What happens to my short term/long term cash flow if I bud
this block over to Braeburn next year?

—

At what interest rate does this scenario become
questionable? What if new variety prices decline by 5% each
year?

—

What is the value of my orchard today (net present value)?
What will this number look like if I undertake the replanting I
am considering?

—

Can I afford to do this? Can I afford not to do this?

Maintained and updated by professionals to reflect current price and market data, EVE could provide
producers with projected long range cash flows for each farm management scenario, identify areas of
risk, provide snapshots of what the farm operation would look like in any given year and print-outs of
final scenarios for use in discussions with packing house fieldmen/bankers/government.
Putting sophisticated, personalized farm planning tools at the fingertips of all B.C. producers
regardless of individual computer skills and/or equipment owned is an exciting and essential element
of the strategic repositioning that must occur if B.C.’s farmers are to:
—

cope with and actively/profitably manage change,

—

sustain/enhance domestic/international competitiveness and

—

continue to enrich the economic/social fabric of rural communities.

Now that’s not asking too much, is it?
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